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Clarksville Friends of Photography
Clarksville Friends of Photography is a non-profit club dedicated to the advancement of
photography in Montgomery County. The club was formed in 1997, and originally met in the
“Art House” at Austin Peay State University. Although not affiliated with the university, the
club established a scholarship in memory of Dr. Carlos Brewer for APSU students majoring
in fine arts with an emphasis in photography. Dr. Brewer was one of the club’s founding
members, a gifted physician and amateur photographer. Club members range from beginners
to professionals. They all love to share their knowledge of photography with each other.
Our monthly meetings consist of a variety of themes and formats from guest speakers to
critiques. Both Clarksville and our club have many talented photographers, which makes it
convenient to schedule guest speakers. We’re also able to have guest speakers from Nashville
because of our close proximity to the city, which is only about 40 minutes by interstate.
Presentations have included subjects such as: portraits, birds, lighting, the upcoming eclipse
in August, black and white, architecture, sports, travel, Adobe Lightroom, and whiskey (Old
Glory Distilling Company). Our guest speakers have greatly expanded the knowledge base of
our members and are greatly appreciated.
Critiques also provide learning opportunities for our members. Our critiques are nonthreatening. In other words, members can submit photos for the club to review at the specified
critique meeting and know they won’t be embarrassed. We’re very positive and encouraging
to each other. The critiques are designed to help our members develop their skills as both
photographers and post-processors.
We also enjoy monthly outings during the non-winter months. Some outings are local,
while others take us two or more hours from Clarksville. Locally, we recently visited Fort
Defiance. Other outings have been to a variety of locations; some of which are: Miss Patties in
Kentucky, Falls Mill, Nashville, and Rock Island State Park. We vary our outing locations so
our members can practice and improve their photography skills in myriad environments. We
have a great time, too!
We welcome anyone who has an interest in photography to join our club. For
more information about Clarksville Friends of Photography, please visit our
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/clarksvillefop/, or our website: http://
clarksvillefriendsofphotography.com. Left photo below, 2017, second photo 2001?

Club Outings/Events: Photos

From: Gary Moore, Glacier Point, Yosemite

			

From: Doug Wong, Jennifer at Mt. Olivet Cemetery

From: Will Rhine, MPC, GCCC
								From: Bobby Hicks, LPS, GCCC		
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Photography Education Essentials
by Jeff Roush, Education Director 3CT
http://www.roushphotoonline.com
Total Solar Eclipse of August 21, 2017!

The website link listed below
is the “know it all” website
of the upcoming eclipse. We
shall experience what is called a
“Total Solar Eclipse” if you are
IN the gray track as indicated
by the preceding map. This means that for a few
minutes the Moon will totally block the Sun.
General Eclipse Information:
http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/abs_basics.htm
Why …

As many of you know there will be a total Solar Eclipse
coming in August. I will offer some suggestions of the
“hows”, the “whys”, and the “stuff” we need to properly
and safely photograph this event. NEVER look at the
SUN without proper eye protection filters. ND filters are
NOT proper eye protection, nor are Sunglasses.

The biggest “why” is safety in this situation.
Watching a solar eclipse is a very memorable
experience, but looking directly at the sun can
seriously damage your eyes. Staring at the sun for
even a short time without wearing the right eye
protection can damage your retina permanently.

As the Moon is passing in front of the Sun it will
completely block out the Sun for a few minutes. The
map below tracks the shadow of the Moon as it travels
across Tennessee. As you can see, the track is not very
wide and it goes from the Southeast across to the
Northwest.

There is only one safe way to look directly at the sun,
whether during an eclipse or not: through special
purpose solar filters. These solar filters are used in
“eclipse glasses” or in hand-held solar viewers. They
must meet a very specific worldwide standard known
as ISO 12312-2.

The blue line in the diagram represents the true “center”
of this shadow of the Moon. The width of this Moon
shadow is approximately 100 miles. People living in areas
not near the actual “track” might only see a very partial
eclipse or in areas further away might not really see
anything.

>Carefully look at your solar filter or eclipse glasses
before using them. If you see any scratches or
damage, do not use them.
>Always read and follow all directions that come
with the solar filter or eclipse glasses. Help children
to be sure they use handheld solar viewers and eclipse
glasses correctly.
>Before looking up at the bright sun, stand still and
cover your eyes with your eclipse glasses or solar
viewer. After glancing at the sun, turn away and
remove your filter, do not remove it while looking at
the sun.
>The only time that you can look at the sun without
a solar viewer is during the “totality” duration of the
eclipse.
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Education Continued

How …

Shoot …

Looking directly at the sun is unsafe except during the
brief total phase of a solar eclipse (“totality”). when the
moon entirely blocks the sun’s bright face, which will
happen only within the narrow path of totality.

So, as we prepare, how do we know what gear we’ll need to
successfully capture this Eclipse?

The only safe way to look directly at the un-eclipsed or
partially eclipsed sun is through special-purpose solar
filters, such as “eclipse glasses” or hand-held solar viewers.
Homemade filters or ordinary sunglasses, even very dark
ones, are not safe for looking at the sun.
Stand still and cover your eyes with your eclipse glasses
or solar viewer before looking up at the bright sun. After
glancing at the sun, turn away and remove your filter, do
not remove it while looking at the sun.
If you are within the path of totality https://go.nasa.
gov/2pC0lhe, remove your solar filter only when the
Moon completely covers the sun’s bright face and it
suddenly gets quite dark. Experience totality, then, when
the bright sun begins to reappear, replace your solar viewer
to glance at the remaining partial phases.

The following diagram should help us decide. Or, if
nothing else, give us an idea of what we can accomplish
with the gear we presently own. This is one of those
instances where having a fabulously LONG lens will be a
plus!
In these diagrams, the black lettering represents the image
size with full frame DSLR and the blue lettering represents
the image size in a crop sensor DSLR.
The most spectacular phase of the eclipse is “totality”,
shown about in the diagrams. For a few brief minutes the
Sun’s white corona, red prominences, and chromospheres
are visible around the Moon. This is the experience of
“Totality” in the eclipse. The challenge for us is to capture
a set of photographs of this fleeting phenomenon.

Stuff …
To purchase solar filters and material to make your own
solar filters: https://www.amazon.com search solar filter.
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Education Continued
The best strategy for capturing this is to bracket by
choosing one f-stop number and then bracketing over a
range of shutter speeds. For example, use shutter-speed
bracketing of 1/1000/Sec. to 1/Sec. Everywhere I’ve
researched this subject has the same recommendations but
also suggests that we rehearse this bracketing, as there is
NO time to think and find buttons once this phase starts.

First, choose your ISO speed using the upper left column.
Second, select the f-stop that you will set on your lens.
Most people pick a middle of the road f-stop, f-8 or f-11.
Next drop down the scale to the bottom table and get the
correct exposure for each phase of the eclipse.
There are different names for the positions of the Moon in
front of the Sun. The above table shows “partial1 4.0 ND”.
This is an initial coverage as the Moon just starts to cover
the Sun and so on. We don’t need to know these names
or what the differences are between them, but as you study
this event you’ll find these different descriptors in many
explanations of photographs of every eclipse. Some of the
popular positions are in this composite image below.

The Sun travels its own diameter in two minutes across
your viewfinder. It doesn’t matter what lens you’ve chosen,
what shutter speed you are using, or what f-stop you’ve
decided to use. The sun will move across the viewfinder,
and it will move the distance of its OWN diameter across
your viewfinder every TWO minutes.
Many of the clubs are planning to make this event a club
event and plan to travel to a ‘totality” location as a group.
Keep in mind that there will be thousands of people/
photographers doing the same thing. The event itself
won’t last very long. Maximum “totality” is not the longest
possible in 2017 compared to other eclipses.
The longest possible duration of the total phase of a solar
eclipse is 7 minutes and 32 seconds. This eclipse, at best,
will last 2 minutes and 30 seconds in Tennessee.
Because of all this prep, all of this education, all of this
organization and all this traveling for a 2 ½ minute event,
some people will say we are crazy, but we already know
that.
My goal was to educate you enough for you to do your
own searches and educate yourself beyond the information
contained herein. I wish you the best as you shoot this
event.
And, as always, comments and/or questions are welcome!
Jeff Roush / 3ct Ed Dir.
Resource Links-Solar Eclipse
Eclipse Path Information
https://go.nasa.gov/2pC0lhe
Astrophotographers Information and Links
http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/photographing.HTM
An Introduction to our Eclipse Photography Project
http://learn.usa.canon.com/resources/articles/2017/solar-eclipse/solareclipse-photography-intro.shtml
NASA - Total Solar Eclipse of 2017 August 21
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEmono/TSE2017/TSE2017.html
The “Great American (Total Solar) Eclipse”
of August 21st, 2017
Frequently Asked Questions
https://herrett.csi.edu/astronomy/observatory/2017_eclipse_FAQ.asp

As your thinking about this incredible event and working
through the choreography of how you are going to do this
with your photo gear keep this in mind:
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President’s Message
This month my message is a question.
But first, why I am asking the question: over the
past one hundred years, photography has seen many
evolutions in the equipment and demographics of the
avid photographer. Sometimes, the changes in equipment:
relative cost, knowledge required, availability and
sometimes the design, brought a new demographic of
photographers. More recently, the changing demographic
of photographers has forced the manufacturers to
change products or at least add a new lineup to their
product lines. Some prominent manufacturers of camera
equipment today were not even making cameras twenty
years ago, the digital age has changed the world and
included is photography AND photography’s core
demographic. The purists and the pundits alike, will
dispute the facts, but more photos have been taken in
the past few years with phones rather than with cameras.
If you add mirrorless cameras into the numbers, DSLRs
account for fewer than half of the photos taken.
So, where is photography heading? Some will say that
mobile devices shouldn’t be considered cameras and those
using them should not be considered photographers. How
many of us used a brownie or a similar type camera when
we starting taking photographs? The only choice was film
speed. The aperture and shutter were usually fixed and
there were far fewer selections than with cell phone photos!
How many of you know that most smart phones can
take photos in raw format and can be shot with “manual”
settings?
Finally, my question, how do we recruit, embrace, and
develop the new generation of iPhone photographers to be
part of our groups and to become the photographers who
will carry on the “art” of photography for our posterity?
Your President,
Doug Wong

Local Club Hosted Shooting Opportunities
1868 Opera House Shoot, July 15, 2PM-6PM
105 N. First Street, Pulaski, TN
Sponsored by GCCC
The venue is an 1868 Opera House (Antoinette
Hall, Pulaski, TN). Google will reveal many links
of historical information. YouTube has a video shot
inside with over 14 million views and counting, search
YouTube for “she don’t love you”. The majestic size of
the main theater and side rooms will allow for at least
seven different shooting areas/scenes. This shoot will
come with some nominal costs. Each photographer
will be required to make a $10 donation to Save
Antoinette Hall, a 501C charitable foundation who’s
mission is to restore the Opera House. You may do
this online (forward me your email from STAAR
for your donation) or pay as you arrive. I will have a
sign off sheet STAAR will send you a receipt for your
donation. Additionally, the models will be expecting
$5 from each photographer who shoots with her, the
photographer will receive a signed model release from
each model. So for as little as $15 you will be able to
shoot all over the inside of the old theater, get signed
model releases and help restore the 1868 theater!
We are limiting the number of photographers to 20.
Contact Doug Wong, 931-309-8060 (voice, text) to
reserve a spot in this fabulous shooting venue.
Just Announced- Rescheduled Glamour & Summer
Fashions Shoot, Nashville August 6, 2PM-6PM
RSVP required, go to https://www.meetup.com/
Events-of-the-Camera-Club-Council-of-Tennessee/
events/241346150/ or contact Doug Wong directly
at 931-309-8060. This event WILL be full before the
event. 200 acres of 200 year old Mt. Olivet Cemetery
one of the most scenic vistas I have seen in Tennessee.
Add four fashion models and you can shoot all day
and have a different look every 15 minutes. Full details
on Meetup.com. We will meet at Confederate Circle
at 2PM sharp and move around the site from there.
Questions? Call/text or message.
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Look Who’s Talking- Compiled by Sue Milligan
Special note: For this article to be effective as far as
being a source of speaker information, clubs must post
their monthly program information on their Websites
or Facebook pages no later than the 25th of the previous
month. Doing this is not only beneficial to 3CT members
but to your own club members and the potential new
members visiting your sites.
Great Smoky Mountain Institute at Tremont:
http://www.gsmit.org
July 7 – 9 - Reptiles and Amphibians - Discover the
secret lives of reptile and amphibian species in the
Southern Appalachian Mountains. We will focus on their
specific adaptations and distributions in Great Smoky
Mountains National Park. Emphasis will be given to
general natural history of each species, including but not
limited to; distribution, associations, reproduction, status,
conservation, research methods, etc. Fieldwork will include
surveys of populations of reptiles and amphibians using
traditions methods such as cover boards, leaf litter bags,
etc. Cost $347 (includes instruction, food and lodging).
Tremont Blog for Events
Jackson Photo Club:

Memphis Camera Club:
http://www.memphiscameraclub.org/
July 22 – Guest Speaker: Real Estate Photographer -Andre
Visagie photography@avisagie.com http://avisagie.com
“I’m Andre’ Visagie, 41 years old and owned my first
Nikon at age 16. Born in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa,
where I lived until my family and I relocated to Belgium.
We lived in Belgium for 8 years and recently relocated to
Memphis, TN. I am happily married with 3 children. My
passion is photography and traveling.
I focus on three photography fields: real estate, travel
and child portraits. I am passionate about photography,
which shows in every photo I take and deliver. I am a firm
believer in continuous improvement and have taken the
standard HDR technique used by most professional real
estate photographers and improved on it, allowing the
property to stand out above the rest. I use top of the range
Nikon equipment.
Some people have asked why I chose Real Estate
Photography – my answer is always the same. The
majority of home buyers start their search online, that is
why first impressions count. And my motto is: Let’s make
it count. “

https://www.facebook.com/groups/155119344018/
July 11 – Program: Being Prepared for the Eclipse by Jeff
Roush
Nashville Photography Club:
http://www.nashvillephotographyclub.com/
July 18 –NPC member - Shelly Rosenberg – Medical
Mission Photography, Alliance for Smiles – Bangladesh
http://blog.shellyrosenberg.com/about/
Paris Photography Club:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/408318365955275/
July 27 – PPC member, Richard Graves will focus on the
August Eclipse.
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Local Club News
Camera Club of Oakridge:
http://www.oakridgecameraclub.org
Location: City County Room of Roane State
Community College-Oak Ridge campus, 701 Briarcliff
Avenue, Room A111, Oak Ridge, TN
Normally Second Tuesday of each month at 7:30 pm
Come at 7:00 to swap stories and ideas!
Next meeting: Tuesday July 11 --- 7:30 pm
PROGRAM: “Capture the Essence of Knoxville”
Join us to hear local professional photographer, Bruce
McCamish, talk about his creative plan to “capture
the essence of Knoxville” through the eyes of local
amateur and professional photographers. On a single
weekend in May, Bruce sent out a mix of fifty volunteer
photographers. Some were full-time professionals, some
were beginners; some had expensive equipment, many
did not. Each photographer had a unique assignment:
shoot one predetermined place in the Knoxville area
and deliver a set of images. Beyond that assignment, the
photographers were encouraged to shoot creatively and
deliver 25 images to be used by Visit Knoxville in future
publications. Bruce then printed and framed one image by
each photographer that were judged and displayed at First
Friday three weeks later.
Bruce will share some of the images with us and
discuss his motivation for the project. His passion and
enthusiasm are infectious!

Lawrenceburg Photographic Society:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/365370508658/
The Lawrenceburg Photographic Society had it’s monthly
meeting on Tuesday June 20th. Kent Spaulding from
Nashville was the guest speaker. His program included a
photo slideshow highlighting his favorite photographs from
his travels across the U.S. He also shared his post processing
tips with the members. The group discussed the upcoming
solar eclipse in August and the use of special filters, glasses,
etc.
“Made in the USA” was the competition topic for the June
meeting. Sharon Smith claimed first place in both color and
monochrome.
The July meeting is scheduled for Tuesday July 18th, 7:00 PM
at the Lawrence County Public Library
The competition topic for July will be “Broken”. DeeAnna
Saliba will be the guest speaker and judge for the meeting.
Shown in the photos below: Kent Spaulding during his
presentation.........competition winners Michael Pilkington,
second place in color; Kent Spaulding, judge; Sharon Smith,
first place color and monochrome; Bobby Hicks, second place
in monochrome.

Giles County Camera Club:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
GilesCountyCameraClub/
Our Annual Photo Contest is only a few months away.
The November meeting alsways enjoys a well above
average turnout of attendees and photos entered into
the Annual Photo Contest. Last year we had over 50
photos entered from 18 different members, out of a total
attendance of 23 photographers. If any other 3CT club
members want to join us for our BIG night, RSVP, so we
will have plenty of fresh roasted, carved to order, Prime
Rib for everyone. Yes, the meal is free for members and
guests! November 6, 7PM is the date and time to put on
your calendars. The five categories for the contest are:
B&W, Landscape, Wildlife, Portrait and Art. The GCCC
meets the first Monday of each month, except September,
when we meet on the second Monday.
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Some Interesting Recommendations
from 3CT Members

Compiled by Sue Milligan, 3CT Past President
Sandy Miller – CCC I first saw a video of the making
of the Gaia photograph on Facebook. This inspired me
to look at Kirsty Mitchell’s photograph work (and her
website) to discover the lengths she goes to produce her
fantasy photos. Take the time to watch her various videos,
many of which document her processes in a select way
from makeup-to-outfits-to set decoration-to the location
of her photo shoots. Her concepts all revolve around
Fairy Tales her mother used to read to her as a child, but
she refers to her imagery as blurred hybrids. I especially
liked “Gaia, Birth of an End”, so make sure you see that
one. Save her web address and go back into the site to
systematically see everything- which is quite extensive
and will take a while. She is very articulate and the
documentation of her work is highly impressive with each
video, interview and photo showing something new.
www.kirstyymitchellphotography.com/
https://www,kirstymitchellphotography.com/videos/
wonderland-shorts/
https://www.kirstymitchellphotography.com/portfolio/
London-live-news-interview/
https://www.kirstymitchellphotography.com/portfolio/
video-making-gaia-the-birth-of-an-end/
The following Vimeo video interview https://vimeo.
com/166062780 is about an hour long, but I found
it fascinating. She describes more in depth about her
background, her evolution into this five- year project,
things she had to consider, from giving up her full time
job as a fashion designer, and about her images, locations,
crew, props, etc.
Sheila Rich – CCC
You won’t want to miss these amazing time-lapse storm
shows by Chad Cowan! http://www.thisiscolossal.
com/2017/05/fractal-a-magnificent-supercellthunderstorm-timelapse-by-chad-cowan/
Donna M. Butler - PPMT President
This guide gives you the scoop on free Middle TN

concerts, festivals, movies, family programs, hikes and
nature events, ideas for learning new things, plus a list of
free places to get wet and cool of in these 14 weeks between
Memorial Day and Labor Day. http://www.tennessean.
com/story/life/shopping/mscheap/2017/05/26/ms-cheapsummer-guide-99-free-things-do-summer/316774001/
Lori Lindsey – HCG
A few months back I happened upon Pogue Creek Canyon
State Natural area. It is listed as a Tennessee State Park
Designated Silver-Tier International Dark Sky Park. It was
one of the pull offs from the highway that I have passes a
million times and thought nothing about. I decided one
day while I was out doing a solo hike to just stop and check
it out. There was info listed at the kiosk about it being a
light pollution free area. It would be a great place to get a
group together and go out and shoot one night. It was an
easy loop trail and the area is very pretty. In the Fall it will
be gorgeous (as is all of Tennessee). http://tnstateparks.
com/assets/pdf/additional-content/dark-skies-2016.pdf
Bennette Castro Brou – WTS
Pick the perfect spot to view the 2017 solar eclipse:
Carbondale, Ill.; Hopkinsville, Ky.; The following locations
are expected to have some of the greatest duration times.
• Carbondale is close to where the eclipse can be viewed
in its greatest duration. Carbondale has already formed
an eclipse committee in conjunction with Southern
Illinois University to coordinate planning for the
expected increase in tourism. The university will host the
headlining festivities for the city, including tailgating, live
entertainment and activities on the football field at Saluki
Stadium. Committee co-chairman Bob Baer said the
charge, if any, for these events will be minimal. Volunteers
with the Citizen Cate Experiment will also be welcome
— Baer, who is the project’s state coordinator, said the
goal is to place small telescopes along the eclipse path and
equip them with cameras to capture images before, during
and after totality. The footage will then be used to create
a movie that allows viewers to experience a longer eclipse.
Planning for the eclipse festivities will continue over the
next two years. eclipse.siu.edu
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Some Interesting Recommendations
from 3CT Members Continued

Compiled by Sue Milligan, 3CT Past President

Continued From Page 9

• In Hopkinsville, eclipse planning has been years
in the making. Hoping to be a hub of family fun,
the town is planning a number of signature events,
including headline entertainment and a chili cookoff
with eclipse-related activities. To appeal to the
academic community, the local community college
is planning to host guest speakers for a weekendlong series of seminars focused on the science behind
eclipses and astronomical topics. Mayor Carter
Hendricks said the focus is now on certifying proper
viewing areas within the community and working
with emergency management teams to secure traffic
management volunteers. One small kink to be worked
out involves the city’s automatic-sensor lighting system,
which flips on in the dark. The city is working with
electric companies to ensure they’re not a problem
during the eclipse. For those who can’t get enough
of space-related events, the county’s Green Man
Festival, featuring live entertainment and activities
that celebrate the 62nd anniversary of a reported
extraterrestrial sighting nearby, is planned for the same
weekend. visithopkinsville.com • The Land Between
the Lakes National Recreation Area, which manages
over 170,000 acres of forest, wetlands and open
lands, is situated between Kentucky and Barkley lakes
in Western Kentucky and Tennessee. Home of the
Golden Pond Planetarium and Observatory (which is
open to the public for regular shows and astronomical
viewings), the recreation area is planning activities for
visitors who want to experience the eclipse in a natural
setting. Activities at Land Between the Lakes include
camping, hiking and boating. landbetweenthelakes.us

Sue Milligan – 3CT-CCC
If you haven’t experienced a Photographic Society of
America (PSA) Conference you should consider taking
advantage of this years’ event in Pittsburgh. You do
not have to be an individual member of PSA but it will
cost you a bit more if you are not. “The Photographic
Society of America week-long International Annual
Conference offers you the opportunity to improve
your photographic skills by participating in a myriad
of activities. The conference is an educational and
networking experience held each year in September or
October in a different US city. An overview of the rich
culture of the conference is found in the Conference
Overview Tab. download the History of Conventions
It was prepared for the 75th Anniversary of PSA.”

A great way to meet people, view extraordinary
photography, and renew longtime acquaintances.
Registration for the Pittsburgh conference begins May
1, 2017. Mark your calendars!

Nashville: Nashville is the largest U.S. city completely
within the path of the eclipse totality. The Adventure
Science Center in Nashville is just beginning to plan
events for the eclipse. With an emphasis on education,
the center is working on programming that looks at
the science behind eclipses and why they happen.
Also sure to be a big hit with visitors is the Sudekum
Planetarium, where viewings combine the power of an
optical star projector that fills the room with more than
6.5 million stars and a high-definition dome system.
adventuresci.org, visitmusiccity.com
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Cummins Falls-Jackson County Tennessee
One of the tours being offered at the 3CT/CCC Fall Event October 20-22
By Leann Walker
Located in Jackson County, Tennessee and part of the Cordell Hull watershed lays a
serene gorge and 75-foot waterfall, virtually untouched by man. This land was
purchased by a disabled Veteran in the early 1800’s and was later sold to the Cummins
family in the early 1820’s. Sawmills, grist mills, and a little store ran on the land until
a large flood in 1928 washed them away and due to economicdevelopment in the area
it was not feasible to rebuild. The Cummins family was adamant they did not want
their beautiful land to be harmed by man and spent their lifetimes protecting it until
purchased by Tennessee Parks and Greenway Foundation in 2011. Even though a
state-run park it is still being protected and unaltered (other than safer trails) as by
the family’s wishes.
The history of the area is rich from
overflowing Buffalo creating a wallow
in the river and the Native Americans
hunting them in the spot leaving
behind vast amounts of arrow heads in
the river just above the falls common
to find to this day; all the way up to Al
Capone’s hand in increasing the
population in the area to grow corn
along the river banks for producing
moonshine to take back to Chicago
during Prohibition. This area was so
involved in this movement that most
of the homes in the area had two
furnaces, one of which to heat the
home and the other to cook the moonshine.
Somewhere within the confines of the park is a hidden cave that once served as a business for a farrier to shoe horses during
the era, but the cave remains a hidden gem to this day.
A tranquil and peaceful gorge with the most beautiful waterfall cascading down onto step like ledges leading straight to a
peaceful swimming hole that to date over 100,000 people have dipped in just since becoming a state run park (we won’t
count the thousands of trespassers prior) is at the end of the approximate 1.5-mile hike. During this hike, there are several
stream crossings that can get to knee height with some extremely refreshing water. There are significant sized rocks to cross
and a river so clear you can count the fish of all sizes.
Things to bring: Camera Gear, Tripod that can collapse (not a whole lot of places for a big one) although the rocks work
nicely as a tripod, Clothes and shoes that you don’t mind getting wet, Small Towel in case you want to dry off anything,
Water – walk downhill is a breeze but coming back up the incline increases thirst.
GPS WAYPOINT TO PARKING AREA OF CUMMINS FALLS: 36.252875, -85.565573
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One of the Tours Offered at the 3CT/CCC Fall Event Oct. 20-22
by Bill Miller, CCC
Virgin Falls is 1,157-acre natural area located in White County. The natural area is named for Virgin Falls, which
is formed by an underground stream that emerges from a cave, then drops over a 110-foot high cliff before disappearing
into another cave at the bottom of the sink. The area is noted for its unique geological features and several (additional)
other waterfalls including Big Laurel, Sheep Cave Falls, and Big Branch Falls. There are several notable caves in the area,
including the cave above Virgin Falls, where the stream itself that forms the falls issues. Due to white nose syndrome, all
caves on the area are closed to recreational use. The sinkholes at Virgin Falls, such as Virgin Falls Sink and Sheep Cave
Sink, are characteristic of karst features found on the Cumberland Plateau. The Caney Fork River and its tributaries drain
the area and contribute to the formation of the gorge. The Caney Fork Overlook provides a dramatic view of
Scott’s Gulf and the Caney Fork River 900 feet below.
Hiking to Virgin Falls and back to the parking area is an 8.2 mile round-trip requiring five to eight hours, depending on
your pace and whether you hike to the Caney Fork Overlook and/or the Caney Fork River. The trail descends almost 900
feet in elevation along a path that in many areas is rocky with uneven footing. Portions of the trail are fairly level, while a
couple sections are quite steep, the result still being a very strenuous hike, especially on the way out. Leaving the parking
area, the trail meanders down to the Big Branch of the Big Laurel Creek through an upland oakhickory/ chestnut oak
hardwood forest crisscrossing a fern dominated upland drainage. Upon descending into the gorge the vegetation changes to
forest that includes hemlock, maples, oaks, tulip poplar, hickories, buckeye, basswood, cherry, yellow birch, sycamore and
many more species. Mountain laurel, magnolia and several shrubs (such as various wild blueberries) are common along the
trail. The trails pass by small rock houses, boulder fields, sinks, caves, and waterfalls on route to Virgin Falls where the trail
ends. Know your physical ability! Be prepared with proper shoes, water, food, and clothing for the season. At 1.5 miles
there is a cable crossing at Big Laurel Creek: if the creek is flooding, please do not attempt to cross!
Sandy and I first hiked Virgin Falls on New Year’s Day, 2012, and we made a second
trip in March 2015. Although the first hike was on a relatively warm day for the first
day of the year, the March hike was cold enough early in the morning to observe icicles
hanging from a cliff we passed by/under. I made a third hike on June 2016, primarily
to train for a longer hike with a considerably larger elevation change. I left the parking
lot at 6:30 am and returned by 10:30, stopping along the way for no more than 30
minutes or so. For the first 1.25 miles (approximately), the trail is relatively level,
dropping only about 70 feet. Two crossings over Big Branch creek have never been an
issue. The next 1.1 miles (especially the final .7 of a mile of this segment) is the most
difficult part of the hike, descending over 600 feet into the gorge. There are some steps
and a lot of rocks to negotiate, requiring care and attention. At the beginning of this
section, a short, not too- steep descent leads to Big Branch Falls on the left side of the
trail. In three trips, the water flow has varied from considerable to slight, so the amount
of recent rain is a big factor. Following Big Branch Falls is a crossing over Big Laurel
Creek, where a cable has been installed to assist. Again, for my three trips, it has always been a dry crossing over large, flat
rocks. At the bottom of the final steep, rocky descent is Big Laurel Falls and the large cavern/sink hole behind it. As with
Big Branch Falls, the water flow is dependent on the recent rains. Whatever the flow, the water disappears into the cavern
floor, most likely making its way underground to the nearby Caney Fork River.
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Virgin Falls State Natural Area Continued

Big Laurel Falls is a good place to stop and rest, and perhaps have a snack. There are photo opportunities both outside and
inside the cavern. From Big Laurel Falls, it is 1.1 miles to the Trail Loop Junction. There is a bit of up and down, but the
trail is fairly level and easy. At the junction, I like to go right to head to Sheep Cave Falls, which is .15 miles off the trail.
From Sheep Cave, the trail descends about 60’ to a crossing over Little Laurel Creek (dry the three times I was there, as I
recall), followed by an ascent back up the hill. After about .5 miles from Sheep Cave, the trail descends to an overlook of
Virgin Falls. Although the trail officially ends at a camping area, there is a way to walk to the top of the falls and see the
cave from which the water flows. There is no good way to get to the bottom of the falls where the water flows into a cave,
and I have never tried.
Ater shooting, resting, and snacking, continuing the loop trail takes you back
to the junction. This part of the trail requires a short, steep hike back up to
the ridge. From the junction, it’s easy going back to Big Laurel Falls, and then
along, steep hike back out of the gorge. Trail markers update hikers on the
distance to the parking lot.
This hike is a personal favorite, and a favorite of many
other hikers and campers. On each trip, there has been
at least one camp set up in approved areas, and/or
backpackers on the trail. As long as the hike is for some
of us, we usually see the parking lot filled and many
times overflowing later in the day. I am an early morning
type of person, and enjoy getting to the trailhead
before “the rush” of arriving cars. The natural area is more
natural and quiet then. If you consider yourself to be in
good hiking condition, I think you will enjoy visiting
Virgin Falls and the other highlights there are to see!

Following are web addresses for a couple useful maps:
http://www.tn.gov/assets/entities/environment/attachments/na_virgin-falls.pdf
https://www.cloudhiking.com/assets/images/maps/virginfalls.pdf
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If you are not a member of any of the clubs listed

below, sign up for a 3CT Individual Lifetime
Membership for $25.00 and be eligible to
participate in all of 3CT’s events, contests and to
receive the award winning monthly newsletter.
http://www.3ct.life/individual-membershipdetails/
Camera Club Council of Tennessee:
http://www.3ct.org
https://www.facebook.com/CameraClubCouncilOf
Tennessee/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
cameraclubcounciloftennessee/
Camera Club of Oak Ridge:
http://www.oakridgecameraclub.org
http://www.facebook.com/groups/cameraclubOR/
Clarksville Friends of Photography:
https://www.facebook.com/clarksvillefop
Cookeville Camera Club:
http://www.cookevillecameraclub.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/CookevilleCamera-Club/182373583284
Crossville Camera Club:
https://www.facebook.com/crossvillecamclub
http://www.crossvillecamclub.com
crossvillecameraclub@gmail.com
Digital Lunch Bunch:
Email Larry Perrylarryperry11@comcast.net

Dyersburg Photographic Society:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
DyersburgPhotographicSociety/
Great Smoky Mountain Institute at Tremont:
http://www.gsmit.org
https://www.facebook.com/GSMITremont
Giles County Camera Club:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
GilesCountyCameraClub/
http://www.gilescountycameraclub.org
https://www.flickr.com/groups/gccc/
Huntsville Photographic Society
http://www.huntsvillephotographicsociety.org
https://www.facebook.com/
HuntsvillePhotographicSociety
Jackson Photo Club:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/155119344018/
Lawrenceburg Photographic Society:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/365370508658/
LeConte Photographic Society:
http://www.lecontephotographic.com
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/150834268285095/
Maury Photography Club:
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/385053988503704/
Memphis Camera Club:
http://www.memphiscameraclub.org
http://twitter.com/MemCameraClub
http://www.facebook.com/MemphisCameraClub
Nashville Photography Club:
http://www.nashvillephotographyclub.com
http://www.facebook.com/
NashvillePhotographyClub
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Northwest Tennessee Photography Club:
http://www.nwtnphotoclub.com
http://www.facebook.com/
NorthwestTennesseePhotographyClub

Do you know of a group, club or organization
that would benefit from an association with
us? Send us their information or share our
information with the club or group!

Paris Photography Club:
http://www.parisphotographyclub.org
http://www.facebook.com/
groups/408318365955275/
President: Jeff Roush
email: jroush@roushstudios.com

Not sure if you want to do group activities?
Go to Meetup.com, join our Meetup Group
Camera Club Council of Tennessee and join
us for one or more photography events, group
shoots or workshops. We are sure you will like
us!

Photographic Society of Chattanooga:
http://www.chattanoogaphoto.org/
https://www.facebook.com/chattanoogaphoto
Email: info@chattanoogaphoto.org
Plateau Photography Club:
http://www.ppcuginc.com/PhotoClub/2015/
home.htm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
325328404319724/325335850985646/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/2700169@
N25/
Southern Appalachian Nature Photographers:
http://sanp.net
West Tennessee Photographers Guild:
http://www.westtennesseephotographersguild.
org
https://www.facebook.com/
WestTennesseePhotographersGuild
West Tennessee Shutterbugs:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/
wtnshutterbugs

Calling On ALL Club Reps!
We would LOVE to get information from you
about your clubs past events, future events
AND information about your next club
meeting, for example “Look Who’s Talking”
articles. Does your club sponsor an annual
event/contest? Let US know and we will let
the rest of the clubs and lifetime members
know about your club’s local events and
happenings. Just email articles and photos to
Doug Wong, Editor/President at:
eosphotoman@yahoo.com

Do you want an article from your club
HERE?
Just email the article
to Doug
eosphotoman@yahoo.com
or Sue
suemilli@frontiernet.net
We will use the article in the next month’s
publication. Share your NEWS!
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Save The Date- The Really Big Fall Event!

Make plans now to attend this wonderful fall event. A great time of year to visit the Cumberland Plateau
with beautiful parks and vistas to be photographed. The Cookeville Caera Club has accepted the challenge
to host the fall event. In June with two committee meetings planning for the 3CT/CCC Fall Event Oct.
20-22, Committee members Cindy Lyons, Leann Walker, Helga Skinner, Stan McReynolds, Tom Morack,
Richard Thompson, Sue Milligan and Volunteers: Bill Miller, Sandy Miller and Roland Pearson have laid
out a weekend of events that should please everyone. They hope to have the full schedule and registration
information out to the 23 Camera Club Council of Tennessee member clubs by mid-July.
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Coming Soon!

Solar Eclipse Workshop & Shoot
Details Posted On 3CT Facebook Group Page

Let Us Hear From You!

Have suggestions?
Drop us a line!
Find Us, We Are Everywhere!

Historical Movements In
Photography

Pictorialism

An aesthetic movement of the late 19th and early
20th Century where photography visually emulated
Impressionist painting through soft focus, textured
surfaces, and emotional expression of the maker.
As a result, pictorialist images are often highly
dramatic and theatrical, advocating photography as
a sophisticated art medium on par with painting.
To achieve specific visual effects, pictorialist
images are often softened with filters when
photographed or toned in the darkroom. Although
seldom credited, it was the amateurs in American
photography that provided the technical and
aesthetic advances that made the photo-secession’s
work possible and even significant. Amateurs like
William Little kept pictorialism alive in America
until the 1940’s.

_________________

Our Websitewww.3ct.org
On Facebook-

facebook.com/
CameraClubCouncilofTennessee

Facebook Groupsfacebook.com/groups/

CameraClubCouncilofTennessee

Online Galleries-

Flickr.com/groups/3ct

Meetups-

http://www.meetup.com/
cameraclubcounciloftennessee

Instagram-

CameraClubCouncilofTennessee
Instagram is a new Social Media for us!
This is NOT a puzzle.....

Reprint from original 4x5 negative, William Little

Send Your Newsletter
Contributions to Doug Wong:
eosphotoman@yahoo.com

or call, message or text
931-309-8060
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